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Pre- ap chemistry dimensional analysis worksheet answers

Thank you for your participation! DIMENSIONAL ANALYSISDimensional analysis is a critical problem-solving technique used throughout chemistry. It is a mathematical approach that allows you to convert from one unit to another using conversion factors. Below are some examples of basic dimensional analysis:Example 1:Convert 45.3 cm to its equivalent measurement in mm. Select a conversion factor
that will convert the cm unit to the mm unit. The appropriate conversion factor is: 10 mm / 1 cm. Organize the problem so that the given measurement, when multiplied by the correct unit factor, will give a response with the right label: 45.3 cm X 10 mm to 453 mm 1 cmExample 2: Change a speed of 72.4 miles per hour to your equvalent in meters per second. In this example, several conversion factors are
required. One to change the miles in meters and the other to change the hours in seconds? 72.4 mi X 1760 yd X 36 inches X 1 meter X 1 h at 32.7 m 1 h 1 mi 1 yd 39 inches 3600 s sExample 3:Mercury density is 13.6 g/mL. What is the mass in kilograms of a commercial 2 L mercury flask? Set the problem so that the calculation produces a result with a mass in grams. 13.6 g X 1000 mL X 2 L X 1 kg at 27.2
kg 1 mL 1 L 1000 g Resource *English (Imperial) - Metric Relationships)si_units_and_conversion_factors.docDownload file **You do not have to memorize English-metric relationships - if necessary, the relationship will be provided in the problem in a questionnaire or exam. You need to know the metric prefix relationships. EXCELLENT PRACTICE PROBLEMS (*Highly recommended!):Use dimensional
analysis to resolve each of the following issues.1. Converts 32.5 oz to cg.2 equivalent. Convert 3.55 yd to its equivalent in cm.3. Convert 143.55 mL to its equivalent in pints.4. Convert a speed of 35.8 mi/h to its equivalent in m/s.5. Convert a density of 13.6 g/ml to its equivalent in lb/ft 3.6. A mole of hydrogen atoms contains 6.02 X 10-23 atoms and occupies 22.4 L. How many hydrogen atoms are there in
25.00 ml of this gas? 7. What volume of hydrogen would contain 4.5 X 10-18 hydrogen atoms? How many hydrogen moles would they be? *1.0 mole of gas (in STP) occupies 22,414 L.8. A hydrogen molecule moves at a rate of 115 cm/s. How long does it take to travel the length of a football field (100 yd long)?9. The light speed is 3.0 X 10 x 10 cm/s. Express this in my/hr.10. One seawater sample
contains 0.075 g of sodium chloride per ml of solution. How many sodium chloride moles are there per L of this solution? A sodium chloride mole is equivalent to 58.5 g of sodium chloride.11. A doctor orders a patient to receive 1.5 X 10o-3 sodium chloride. The only solution available contains 1.00 g per 100 ml of solution. A sodium chloride mole is equivalent to 58.5 g of sodium chloride. How much of this
solution should you Nurse to patient?12. An air sample contains 2.33 X 10 x 4 mg lead per ml of gas. This air passes through a the volume of which is 3.25 X 10 x 4 L. Seven people normally work in this office. How many g of lead will each person receive in the office of this air sample? ANSWERSANSWER KEY (with the work shown) BELOW TUTORIALS ARE CREATED TO HELP WITH DIMENSIONAL
ANALYSIS (includes troubleshooting tips, comments on following figs., etc.): More AP Chem Dimensional Analysis SAMPLE PROBLEMS Key (answers and work) No upcoming assignments. Prepare for the postlab questionnaire on the cheeto lab. It will be very similar to the prelab and postlab calculations. You will be given nutritional data for a different snack and asked to find calories per gram and
theoretical changes in water temperature. Water-specific heat (1.00 cal/gC and 4.18 J/gC) will be provided. You will also be given experimental sample data and asked to resolve to joules absorbed by water, joules per gram, convert to calories per gram, and calculate the error rate. You will also be prompted to evaluate the sources of error. Prepare for the gas law test. You will be able to use an AP
chemical equation sheet and a calculator. The test will be divided into two sections: 8 questions will be about gas calculations (combined gas law, ideal gas law, Dalton's partial pressure law) 7 questions will be about gas sichiometry and kinetic molecular theory. Deliver the following for stamps: 1. Gaw Review Key with Work.pdf Gas Law Test Review.doc Complete Gas Laws Guided Reading Questions
You can access the PreAP Chemistry Electronic Textbook through the aisd cloud. Use the search function to find McGraw-Hill ConnectED You should be directed to Texas Chemistry: Matter and Change 2015 Please inform Ms. Westmoreland if you have any problems with access. Guided reading - gas laws.doc Prepare for testing on acids and bases (25 multiple choice) 7 questions - formulas, properties,
Bronsted-Lowry vs Arrhenius definition 7 questions - pH calculations including strong acids and bases 6 questions - strong vs. strong. Weak (memorize acids and strong bases) 5 questions - acid/base neutralization reactions including valuation calculations Turn on the following for seals: 1. WS 20 acids and bases / acidic nomenclature WS *Students with grades below 70% on the strong vs weak bell bell
should also complete corrections. Write down the correct answers and write down/explain what makes it right. Key_AcidTestReview2016.pdf 2016 Acid Base Examination Review.doc Prepare for a postlab questionnaire in the assessment lab. You will be responsible for all calculations in the analysis and conclusion questions #1,2,4 and 6. A key is attached. You will be given sample data, and asked to
calculate acid molarity for each test and an average molarity show work, pay attention to sig figs and units). You will also be asked to analyze the results by calculating the variance percentage (partial credit, show work, pay attention to following figs and units). There are 3 multiple choice questions about the information and there will be five blank fill questions about the sources of error (similar to the #6
conclusion question - you will have to say whether a particular error will cause the molarity to increase, decrease, or have no effect) Valuation Lab.pdf Key_TitrationLab.pdf Prepare for a bell ringer in acids and strong vs weak bases. You will be asked: 1. Write equations for dissociation of strong and weak acids and bases 2. Identify acid-base conjugate pairs 3. Write a balanced chemical equation for a
neutralization reaction. Enter the name of the formed salt. Indicate whether the formed salt will be acidic, basic or neutral It must have strong acids and memorized bases. KEY_WS_Strong to Weak_worked solutions.pdf Prepare for a bell ringer in acids and strong bases against the weak. You will be asked: 1. Write equations for dissociation of strong and weak acids and bases 2. Identify acid-base
conjugate pairs 3. Write a balanced chemical equation for a neutralization reaction. Enter the name of the formed salt. Indicate whether the formed salt will be acidic, KEY_WS_Strong or Weak_worked against Weak_worked solutions.pdf Prepare for water testing and solutions. That'll be twenty multiple-choice questions. You will be able to use solubility rules, a calculator and solubility chart. I will return to
the stamp and postlab questionnaires and answer questions from the exam review before taking the test. 1. Describe the unique role of water in chemical and biological systems (5 questions) 2. Develop and use general rules regarding solubility. Investigate factors that influence solubility (5 questions) 3. Calculate the concentration of solutions in grinding units. Use molarity to calculate solution dilutions (5
questions) 4. Distinguish between types of solutions such as electrolytes and non-electrists; and unsaturated, saturated and supersatured solutions (5 questions) You must complete the test review, as well as the study powerpoint, note pack (provided on the website) and worksheets. The following will be delivered for seals: 1. WS Water and Aqueous Systems 3. Concentration Problems Worksheet
KEY_WaterandSolutionsReview.pdf WS Water and watery Systems_KEY.doc Prepare for bell bell over solubility and open comp postlab book on factors affecting the amount of dissolution and the speed with which something dissolves. On the doorbell you will be asked: 1. Use the solubility rules in your STAAR table to tell if a substance is soluble or insoluble (4 questions). 2. Describe a solution as
unsaturated, saturated, or oversaturated using the solubility chart (4 questions). 3. Use the solubility chart quantitatively to find how much solute will dissolve at a certain temperature (2 questions). In the postlab questionnaire, you able to use your compensation book to answer multiple-choice questions about solubility (how much dissolves) and rate (how quickly it dissolves). Prepare for a test on the
following goals: 1. Use the Mass Conservation Act to write balance of chemical equations 2. performing styometric calculations, including determining mass ratios between reagents and products, calculating limiting reagents, and percentage of performance Some of the real-life sichiometry problems are more challenging than those you'll see in the test, but many of them are like what you'll see in the test.
DAILY WORK TO BE COLLECTED FOR STAMPS:1. Balance of equations/mass formula 2. Balance of word equations 3. Mass to Massive Stoichiometry 5. Gas Volume, Reactant Limiter and Performance Percentage Prepare for postlabora questionnaire (open-ended book, calculator, periodic table) The questionnaire format will be very similar to the laboratory flyer. You will be given sample data and
asked to make calculations to determine limiting reagent, theoretical performance, actual performance, and percentage performance. The chemical reaction will NOT be the same as that of the laboratory, but you will be given enough information to write a balanced chemical equation. We will review and discuss the sources of error before the test, but you may be thinking about how the following errors
would affect percentage performance: 1. Copper glued to aluminum wire 2. copper lost through the sink during decanting 3. copper not completely dry before the final mass 4. not all copper chloride (II) reacted 5. not all aluminum reacted Limiting_Reactant_Lab.doc prepare for an open comp book postlab contest in S'more Stoichiometry's lab. You will be able to use a periodic table and a calculator as well
as what is written in your compensation book. The question will be more like page 2 of the lab flyer. You will be given a description in words of a chemical reaction. First, you will be asked to write a balanced chemical equation to represent that chemical reaction. You will know the mass of a chemical and you will need to calculate the mass of a different chemical using dimensional analysis. For full practice
and check your work on the following: 1. Mass to Bulk Worksheet 2. S'more estechiometry (all questions) 3. Mass, mole, molecule worksheet Prepare for a test on the following learning goals (all multiple options): 1. Define and use the concept of mole - 4 questions 2. Use the concept of mole to calculate the number of atoms, ions or molecules in a material sample - 6 questions 3. Calculate the composition
percentage and empirical and molecular formulas - YOU ALSO TURN ON THE FOLLOWING FOR STAMPS (see previous assignments if you are not sure which brochures are these):1. Mole Practice 3. Now try it... Composition Percentage 4. Empirical Formula Worksheet Test Review_2016.doc Key_TestReview_2016.pdf Prepare for proof of the following learning objectives:1. Name and write the
chemical formulas of ionic and covalent compounds (5 questions - multiple choice) 2. Describe the nature of the metal joint and apply the theory to explain metal properties such as thermal and electrical conductivity, malleability and ductility (4 questions - multiple choice) 3. Build Build Formula points (Lewis structures) and predict molecular structure using valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion Theory
(VSEPR) theory (6 questions - draw Lewis structures and 10 questions - multiple choice) Prepare for a timbre in Lewis Dot structures. You will need to know how to apply the rules to draw Lewis Dot structures. You will also need to know which atoms are exceptions to the octet rule and when/how to create double and triple links. You should also know the final touch for polyatomic ions - supports and load.
You do NOT need to know the shapes, however, you will be responsible for the shapes and angles in the Friday/Tuesday test. BONDING PACKET STUDENT.pdf molecular geometry.pdf Prepare for ion testing and ion bonding. You can use a periodic table and the list of polyatomic ions. The test will be 10 questions - 5 name to the formula and 5 formula to be named. You will also convert your stamp sheet
(for additional credit). There are three seals for this unit: Bonding Basics, Ion Worksheet Formation, and Chemical Bonding Activity. Magent_Lab_Student_Sheet_Key.doc prepare for the postlabora questionnaire at Formulas of Ionic Compounds Lab. It will be open-comp book and you can use the periodic table and the list of polyatomic ions. You will be asked to give the oxidation (load) status of the atoms
based on their position in the periodic table (6 points). You will be asked to complete a table that combines positive and negative ions into neutral chemical formulas (16 points). You will be asked to enter compound names given your chemical formulas (6 points). Don't forget to have the list of fixed and variable load cations in your compensation book so you'll remember which ones need a Roman number
in the name. There are 3 points related to your observations (color/precipitate formation). You should also complete 41-60 in the final lab key_formulas review of ion compounds.doc Formulas_of_Ionic_Compounds_Lab.doc Prepare for a bell ringer on the following goal: Use the periodic table to identify and explain the properties of chemical families, including alkaline metals, alkaline earth metals, halogens,
noble gases and metal transitions You will need to know how the periodic table is organized. 1. Periods - rows through (1-7) 2. Groups - columns down (1-18) 3. In order to increase the atomic number 4. The groups have similar physical and chemical properties because they have the same number of valence electrons (electrons in the outer shell) You will need to locate the main categories (metal, non-
metallic, metalids) as well as families (alkaline metal, alkaline earth metal, transition metal, inner transition metal, halogen, noble gas, representative element) Useful website: www.Ptable.com Useful application: quick elements Prepare for testing on the test 7-10 (atomic theory unit) The test will be 21 multiple choice questions. You will be able to use equations and constants and a calculator. The colors of
visible light and its wavelength in will be provided to you. Meet the 4 scientists (Dalton, Thomson, Rutherford and Bohr) in chronological order. Learn what they discovered, describe their experiments, and describe their atomic models. Be able to write isotope notation and also use it to determine protons, neutrons and electrons in an atom or ion. Be able to calculate the average atomic mass. There will be
three questions related to the relationships between wavelength, frequency, and energy (for example, as the wavelength drops, the energy rises). There will be 6 calculations solving for each of the variables in the 3 equations (for example, given the wavelength, unknown energy). We'll spend some time checking before the test. I will have your postlab questionnaires qualified to return and will be able to
answer questions about the test review. TEST REVIEW KEY_2013.doc Stds. 7-10.doc ATOMIC THEORY UNIT.doc Prepare for postlabora questionnaire in the Atomic Emissions Spectrum Lab. This will probably be the only post-praising questionnaire of the second six weeks. It is very important that you prepare carefully for this questionnaire because it will be worth 25% of your six-week average. This will
be an OPEN-COMP BOOK questionnaire. You will be given the equations and constants. You'll have a calculator. The colors of visible light and their wavelengths will be given to you. You will be asked to do the following: 1. Use the colors of the light and its wavelengths to compare the frequency and energy. This will be very similar to the WS light (#1-6, 9-10, 13 and 17) 2. Given the power, calculate the
frequency (such as WS light #16a) 3. Given the frequency, calculate the wavelength/find the color (such as WS light #8.14a and c, 16b and c) 4. Given the wavelength, calculate the frequency (such as Notes 3-10) 5. Given the wavelength, calculate the energy (such as WS light #14b and 11) 6. Answer questions about how to create The Atomic Emission Spectrum Lines (see lab background information)
LIGHT 15, 16d, 16e, and 18 Light WS I've included a key to the atomic emission spectrum lab as well as a sample of the calculations. I have also included a detailed light worksheet key. We'll spend a little time reviewing this in class before taking the quiz. If you need additional help, consult Mr. Bui after school on Thursday 10/22. I'll also be here before school on Tuesday 10/27. Prepare for testing on the
following objectives: Differentiate between physical and chemical changes and properties. Identify extensive and intensive properties. Compare solids, liquids and gases in terms of compressibility, structure, shape and volume. Classify matter as pure substances or mixtures by researching its properties. Study materials include powerpoint presentation, textbook - Chapter 3, classification of matter activity,
qualitative analysis laboratory, bell timbre - pure substance vs mixture, post-dawn questionnaire and worksheets. Video - solids, liquids, gases: Prepare for a postlabora questionnaire on the following objective: objective: between physical and chemical changes and properties. You will be able to use what is written in your composition book. There are three images below related to our postlabora discussion:
2. flowchart with each step labeled as physical or chemical 3. FullSizeRender is the graphic organizer I wrote on the whiteboard to help differentiate physical and chemical tests. I have attached the practice worksheet with your key. Review the lab information. Ensure that the flowchart and data table are carefully copied to a graphical paper composition book (quad rule). Remember, in your next
postlaboratory questionnaire, YOU CAN ONLY USE WHAT IS WRITTEN IN YOUR COMP BOOK. LAB_02_Qualitative_Analysis_of_10_Unknowns[1].doc Lea pp 80-90 in his chemistry textbook. In your composition book, type the definitions for the following vocabulary terms: mixing, heterogeneous blending, homogeneous blending, solution, element, composite You can access the PreAP Chemistry e-
textbook through the corridor cloud. Use the search function to find McGraw-Hill ConnectED You should be directed to Texas Chemistry: Matter and Change 2015 Please inform Ms. Westmoreland if you have any problems with access. BRING THE GRAPHIC PAPER COMPOSITION BOOK (QUAD RULE). THEY STILL SELL THEM IN THE LIBRARY FOR $2. Prepare to test the following learning goals:
1. Collect data and measure accurately and accurately 2. Express and manipulate chemical quantities using a. dimensional analysis (7 questions) b. scientific notation (5 questions) c. significant figures (4 questions) For the dimensional analysis section, you should MEMORIZE the five metric conversion factors. I have attached a flyer with the conversion factors listed (ignore Mega). Here's a link to an
interactive tutorial on dimensional analysis: You won't have a test review flyer, rather you should review all the resources and activities we've used since the first day of school. Your qualified questionnaires are a great way to see if you're on the right track. metric units.doc dimensionalanalysisWS2withkey.pdf Prepare for ringing in dimensional analysis. I have attached my work for the practice of notes 1.9 to
- h I have also attached the dimensional analysis worksheet and its key. The bell ringer will be three questions. Two of them will be very similar to 7-10 in the worksheet. The third will be like 14-16 where the units are fractions (e.g. miles per hour). All the equality between units (conversion factors) you need will be given to you, except for the 5 metric conversions I've asked you to memorize (kilo, centi, mili,
micro, and nano). If you don't feel very confident in your ability to fractions in dimensional analysis, please come to F.I.T. or tutoring. Bui (Room 118) Thursday 9/10 after Westmoreland School (Room 122) Tuesday 9/15 before Canik School (Room 103) Wed 9/16 Before School Prepare for Bell Bell about scientific notation. It will include a question in which you will need to change the numbers in scientific
notation (such as Practical Notes 1.1), a question in which you will need to change the numbers of scientific notation (such as Practical Notes 1.2) and two questions in which you will make corrections to the scientific notation that is misspelled (such as Practice 1.3). There will also be two questions in which you will need to make calculations using scientific notation (such as Practice 1.4). IN A MINIMO, you
must complete those practice exercises in the note pack and mark the answers. There are two errors in the response key: 1.1 c) should be -6.730 x 101 1.4 b) should be -2.17 x 10-4 FOR EXTRA PRACTICE, you can work on the scientific notation worksheet and check your answers with the key provided below. FOR EVEN MORE PRACTICE, you can use the following drill link: OR go to
www.explorelearning.com Unit Conversions 2 - Scientific Notation and Significant Digits UNFORTUNATELY, I HAVE A MEETING BEFORE SCHOOL TUESDAY AND NOT BE AVAILABLE BEFORE SCHOOL FOR TUTORIALS. YOU WILL HAVE SOME TIME BEFORE THE TEST TO PRACTICE USING THE CALCULATORS. Bell Ringer - Significant figures (six questions in which you will have to count
the number of significant figures in a number, round a number to a specified number of significant figures and make calculations that are then rounded to the correct number of significant figures). Use the drill link and the attached worksheet with key for practice) For more practice, go to www.explorelearning.com Unit Conversions 2 - Scientific Notation and Significant Digits FIRST SEAL OPPORTUNITY
FOR DAILY WORK: If you have completed Practice 1.6 and 1.7 in the Unit 1 Note Pack and the Significant Figures worksheet, you will be eligible for two stamps. Remember, if you have more than 85% of the stamps available at the end of six weeks, you can get an aggregated point to your six-week average. Significant Figures Worksheet.doc Key_SigFigWS.pdf sigfig_scinot_gizmo.pdf Postlab
Questionnaire - Measurement This will be an open-ended book questionnaire. You will be asked to take measurements and record the correct number of digits based on tool power, calculate density and round to the correct significant figures, and evaluate accuracy and accuracy data. You will not be able to use the laboratory brochure in the questionnaire. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS VIDEO: Research Of
the Measuring Laboratory.doc Lab.doc
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